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Auction! Price guide on Request

Welcome to Seacliffs Estate, an exclusive residential enclave nestled in the serene hinterland of Suffolk Park. Here, on

674m²* of cleared, elevated land, you can build your North Coast dream home and create your vision of coastal magic just

3 minutes from the beautiful Tallow Beach. Imagine returning from a day of sun and surf to your blissful sanctuary in this

stunning setting, enjoying a dream lifestyle that combines the tranquility of a natural rainforest with the proximity to

pristine beaches and the vibrant atmosphere of Byron Bay.Seacliffs Estate backs onto tranquil rainforest, offering an

unparalleled opportunity to create a cherished family haven. This ecologically sustainable enclave has been thoughtfully

designed to respect and preserve the lush natural landscape. You'll appreciate the elevated location, which provides

stunning vistas and a sense of serenity, all while remaining close to the town centre and major amenities.Conveniently

located just 30* minutes from Ballina/Byron Airport and an hour from Gold Coast Airport, Seacliffs Estate ensures easy

access for travel and visitors. Perfect for families, the estate features wide, peaceful streets and a dedicated wildlife

corridor. Enjoy the convenience of being just minutes away from Suffolk's charming shops, cafes, daycare centres, and

parks. For those looking to explore further, the eclectic heart of iconic Byron Bay is only a 9*-minute drive away.Seize the

opportunity to build your dream home in one of Suffolk Park's most exclusive locales. Embrace the perfect fusion of

natural beauty and modern convenience at Seacliffs Estate. AUCTION OFF SITE LANGHAM HOTEL 11AM ONWARDS

1ST JULY!Disclaimer: The above information has not been verified. We advise you to confirm the accuracy of details

before entering into a contract. Amir Prestige and its employees cannot be held responsible for any inaccurate details

supplied here


